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Abstract - One of the main obligations resulting from AML directive is: Customer due diligence (CDD). Financial and Credit Institutions face the obligation to recognize AML customers and report their data accordingly. Knowing that these data already exists in some identified Data Bases such as: Civil State Offices, National Registration Centers, Ministries etc, then there is no need of creating multiple Data Bases for the same Customer Identification data, but there is the need of creating a data connection / exchange between these parties. The AML reporting is an obligatory EU directive and a country specific in force law obligation, so Public Institutions that posses Customer Identification Data Bases should cooperate with Financial Institutions to facilitate the process of Customer Identification thus enhancing the accuracy of data reported and Improving Customer Serving from these Financial Institutions. The intention of this research is to give an overview of the existing parties involved in Customer Identification, and listing the Pros and Cons of establishing a data communication between these parties.
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1. Introduction

Financial and Credit Institutions face the obligation to recognize AML customers and report their data accordingly to the European Directives for AML and Albanian in force law No:9917 dated on: 19-May-2008. Financial institutions should verify their customer/non-customer identification data electronically in reliable sources like governmental lists, Identity Theft Complaint data base established by Federal Trade Commission and other reliable sources. In the customer relationship, the identification procedure is mandatory and the main condition to fulfill when creating a financial relation, but there are lots of cases when the Individual is not a customer of the financial institution like: Third parties, Financial representatives, Authorized person etc. and there will still exists a financial transaction performed between. In such cases, when the primary objective is serving to the client, the identification issue rises. There is no customer relationship between the parties, the financial institution and the non-customer, but there exists a financial transaction and a reporting obligation. In such cases the financial institution should collect and store whole identification data in order to use them in AML reporting if needed. These identification data actually exists in the Civil State Offices, and if they are provided to the financial institution, it will lead to fast-serving to non-customers and correct AML reporting.

To the financial institution, it is more important building a business relationship then reporting to the AML, so collecting and storing identification data for non-customers it is an added cost and time consuming. Furthermore not every non-customer should be reported to the AML and this check can be performed only at the end of the business day. The reporting requires only those non-customers that pass the threshold of 1 mil cash transactions within 72 hours. As the identification data already exists in public institutions there should be a data connection between these data bases and the financial institutions systems. This scenario requires additive data controls to insure the data security and privacy.

2. Customer Identification Schema

2.1 Where Are Stored The Identification Data?

Each individual has its own record of data identification in the Civil State Office data base. The Unique key is set
based on the SSN – social security number that is also available in every Identification Document. PEP (political exposed persons) – list, are stored in the Interior Ministry and these kind of persons gets a special identification on financial services.

When the individual becomes a customer in a financial institution, its identification data are also stored in this data base together with the Document number and additional data like: Father-name and Address (these data are not printed on the Document but are mandatory in AML reporting). When a non-customer requires a financial service, the financial institution is not obliged by law to store the detailed data identification but is obliged to report all detailed identification data only if the customer should be reported to the AML. Not knowing since the first moment if the non-customer will be or not reported to the AML, the financial institution faces the problem how to handle such identification.

One simple solution is to store identification data for non-customer the same way as storing for customers, but it delays the time of serving to these clients and adds costs of data entering and storage as well. This methods leads to the following pros and cons:

1. It is time consuming
2. Data redundancy
3. Data recurrence
4. Adds costs of data inputting/authorizing and checking
5. Adds extra costs of data storage and maintenance
6. Does not serve to the primary goal of “doing business not reporting”
7. Adds cost of queuing
8. Results in customer disappointment and annoyance
9. Causes a risky future for the business relationship
10. Overall economic cost

Some advantages of this method will be:

1. If the non-customer should be reported to AML, then all the identification data are stored in the system of the financial institution.
2. No security / privacy concern when exchanging data.

2.2 Exchanging Identification Data

If the financial institutions will be provided with a connection (web service) to get the identification data from the public institutions it will ease the process of non customer identification. The access on these data should be restricted to insure the proper usage and customer privacy.

When the identification data is needed then the “key data” should be used to make the search in this connection. As every document has its unique number and SSN printed on it, they can be used in the search method. To make it more accurate the Name and Last-name should be part of the search code. So searching in the data base of a public institution from the financial institution staff will be possible only if knowing the SSN and Name and Surname of the individual, thus insuring the search is performed only when possessing an Identification Document.

The SSN is a primary key in the public institution data base, but the financial institution identifies its customers with its own customer-number, thus the SSN should be a foreign key in the financial institution data base in order to insure the relation.

Mandatory search-fields:
- SSN
- Name
- Surname

This precondition will prevent the misuse of the rights of using public institution identification data. In addition the privacy of the non-customers is protected as well and the AML reporting needs are fulfilled.
The inputting and storing data for non-customer is now replaced with a search in the web-service, resulting in a faster way of serving to the non-customer. The missing data such as Father-name and Address may be retrieved from the web-service only if the non-customer should be reported to the AML (process that is performed at the end of the business day).

3. Conclusions

Setting a data connection between financial institutions and public institutions like Civil State Offices and Ministries to ease the non customer identification process, will lead to benefits for all the parties involved.
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